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Background
Bayer is a global enterprise with core competencies in the Life Science fields of health care and 
agriculture. Its products and services are designed to benefit people and improve their quality of life.

Spiralis is a specialist in the design, planning and supply of coordinated interiors ranging from 
structural elements to furnishings and accessories. With the experience of professionals who have 
been active globally in the office space planning and office fit out industry and the clear objective of 
delivering the highest quality level at every stage of the process.

Brief
As part of the fit-out to the refurbished offices at Bayer, MIDDAS were appointed by Spiralis to 
design, engineer & manufacture a screen to divided the work space within the area. The screen was 
to be fixed to one side with a sliding element to the other. The design called for a hexagonal pattern 
which would be reflected throughout other elements of the interior fit-out.

Solution
Working with the Spiralis team, MIDDAS developed a bespoke solution which met the design brief 
for a flush glazed sliding screen, mounted on a hexagonal pattern, powder coated frame which is 
removable to allow periodic cleaning of the glass.

BAYER PHARMACEUTICALS 
BERKSHIRE, UK

Project Overview 

Project Bayer Pharmaceuticals
Location Reading, Berkshire
Application Bespoke, fixed and sliding glazed screen
Walls MIDDAS bespoke screens
Ceilings N/A
Doors Hexagonal pattern sliding screen with flush bonded glass
Glazing Hexagonal pattern fixed screen with flush bonded glass
Miscellaneous Stainless steel concealed track and threshold. 

Removable hexagonal frames for ease of cleaning
Performance Aesthetic screens to divide work place

“MIDDAS have invested in advanced technology giving them an edge on complex manufacturing challenges.    
  Nothing is beyond them it seems.”

Spiralis Europe Ltd
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“I would highly recommend MIDDAS to anybody who is looking for a manufacturer to work hand in glove with 
them, from design to engineering using metal, glass, wood, plastics and fabric” 

Raphael Amodio, Design Director, Spiralis Europe Ltd


